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Introduction

About this study
There are multiple reasons, occasional and personal, that have led me to
choose this community over others.
On the one hand, the physical limitation of this stage of confinement as a
result of the COVID-19 has completely reduced my options for field work
outdoors.
On the other hand, my son's recent diagnosis with Aperger’s has opened a
new door in my life towards a new way of seeing and understanding things,
both for him and for me.
The one and the other have led me to enter an online IRC community, with
the main goal of better understanding how is their day-to-day reality, and get
support for my day-to-day.

Goal
The main purpose of this project is to understand the relationship of this
community with a specific object, which in this case will be the chat, as a
virtual physical object for interaction.

Dedication & technical details
We will consider this chat anonymous, and we will call it #autism.
The study has taken place from March 28 to May 9, 2020, covering more than
1 month, with an average interaction of 18 hours per week, which lays on,
more than 80 hours of participation.
The interactions have been spaced at different times of the day and with
different groups of users in order to have a complete view of the experience,
especially taking into account the different locations of its users.
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Ethical statement
I am not showing any kind of private data like nicknames, real names, IPs or
chatroom names in this report just to respect all of the people that have been
helping me and supporting me during the last month and a half.
I am only sharing extracts of anonymized conversations to support my
thoughts and conclusions when specifically needed.

Workfield kit
All the conversations have been recorded automatically into .log files, using
different chat tools: mIRC, irssi and IRCcloud.
Other IRC chat applications have been used to conversate with the
community: Webchat and Hexchat.
All the subjective perceptions have been annotated in a Google Docs text
document file, and the gathered objective data into a Google Docs sheet.

Methodology
Active participation
Through observation and active participation, it has been possible to
understand the ethnographic process from a much more human point of
view. In this case I was completely involved in the day-to-day dynamics.

Online interviews
The specific doubts that have arisen during the study have been rarely
resolved through individual or group direct interviews.
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Notes for the reader
Before digging into the rabbit hole, I would like you to explore your initial
thoughts and pre-established concepts about autism. How a high functional
autistic person might behave? What level of interaction do you expect in this
autistic community? How they will share, be and understand each other? Will
it be friendly? Will it be hard or difficult? Why?

Insurgencia autista

This analysis is a lens to help you take a closer look at what you might have
taken for granted.
Open your mind, and enjoy.
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Understanding

Global perspective
Cultural dimensions
In order to carry out an analysis of the cultural dimensions of this object, we
have used Hofstede's 6-dimensional model based on lived experiences, to
generate the following visualization.
It is important to note that this is a totally subjective vision, and the
visualization has not been quantified using solid data.

Summarizing, it is a community with little hierarchical distance, marked on
the one hand by permissions about space administrator that guarantee safety
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and respect within the channel, and by the presence of some figures who
lead and manage social relations within it.
On the other hand, the blending of all its members is encouraged, exploring
their needs, their reality and supporting them in difficult times. It is a space
for collaboration in which there is very little room for individualism from an
egocentric or selfish perspective.
On the other hand, it is a fairly gender-equal community, both in its
members and in its language and cultural application.
There is a certain tendency to remain, although this is quite variable from
one individual to another, but a lot of aversion to uncertainty is
contemplated, especially with new members or those who apparently do not
limit themselves to the expected profile.

Symbolic functions
From a symbolic point of view, it is evident that this space provides its
members with a feeling of belonging to a group, and whose social and
therapeutic utility is clear and certainly defined as distinctive from other chat
rooms or spaces for exchange.

Social relationships
In this case, chat is clearly framed as an object of social relationship, and
everything drives around the relationships that are articulated.
Relationships of friendship, love, therapy or simple company.
Taking into account that for people who are within the autistic spectrum
face-to-face social relationships are difficult and complex, mainly due to
limitations when interpreting gestures and when expressing their emotions,
this space is a very useful tool to facilitate the socializing in a much more
deliberate and secure way.
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Values that it articulates
As we have analyzed in the previous points, it articulates a multitude of
important values for the community: socialization, union, understanding,
well-being, acceptance, discovery and learning, satisfaction and mental
health.

Extract from “An Ecology of Mind”

What is more important after all is that the community in the end builds a
sense of connection between their members, which leverages their
individuals, as a very natural relationship environment.
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Describing

The users
Community profiling
Age average
Gender
Location
Language
Number of users
Nivel de autismo

40 years old (from 22 to 65)
54/46
Global, predominating USA and Europe.
English
Variable between 30 and 50 users (10 operators)
Mostly high performance autistic.

It is important to consider that, even though we can annotate a wide and
varied gender and age distribution, the community perception about this
topic is completely oblivious to the polarity of its members by age and
gender.
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It is remarkable that the nicknames used by both genders normally lack of
gender expression, and interaction between ages is natural and very open
without discrimination.

User profiling
Community users can be classified as follows according to their relationship
with it:

≧☉_☉≦

Newbie / Person in trouble
Users who are generally in an emergency situation
and seek comfort in some space where they are
surrounded by peers.
They generally enter during an identity crisis, and
sometimes they start the conversation by
expressing their desire to kill themselves.

:)

Regular member
User who enters frequently or sporadically,
exchanges experiences with some of the members,
meeting a small group of its members.

ᕦ(ò_óˇ)ᕤ

Supporter
This is a user with some experience, who has
spent more time in the chat, knows its members
and has an active and collaborative participation
facilitating interaction.

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Family
Neurotypical person who comes seeking help for a
relative, usually a son, who has recently been
diagnosed with Asperger's.
The objective of these users is to obtain more
information in order to respond to their particular
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needs, or to know the possibility that these second
people can access in a safe way to the room to
interact.
Researching

Investigation question
In order to focus the research on the specific object of study, the chat, the
following research question has been defined as the starting point of the
investigation.

“Why would an a
 utistic community prefer the use of an
interface totally devoid of images and graphic
communication, moreover, based only on words and v
 erbal
communication, when its main communication skills are
supposed to be visual?”

Process
Process and difficulties
During the course of the investigation the following difficulties have been
experienced to complete and drive this final report.

Ethical dilemma
The first difficulty to overcome during this process has been to resolve the
ethical dilemma derived of conducting a study in an active community,
respecting at all times the naturalness of its reality, its identities and its
integrity as a society.
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To resolve it, I decided to completely maintain the anonymity and privacy of
the community, and maintaining an honest and transparent relationship
with its members as a regular user, making the study visible just if needed.
Conversation and speech
The second blocking difficulty was managing to maintain this naturalness
during the interaction, not asking very direct questions, and at the same
time obtaining the necessary information to answer the research question.
In this case, I decided to make positive affirmations and request help from
community members about the subject. As it is a totally collaborative
community, the result was very positive, obtaining a lot of data and keeping
the flame of the space alive.

Intimate perspective
The last difficulty experienced during this process has been the strong
personal confrontation at an individual level. As I was feeling more and more
engaged and connected with the reality of the community, it began to get
harder to drive an outside objective perspective.

Extract from “An Ecology of Mind”
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To deal with it, I have tried to include real data as conversations and graphs
derivated of measuring in this report, separating it from personal views and
perspectives that might be much more subjective.

Results
I will now summarize all the information extracted as the feelings
experienced by the users, the topics of interest, their relation with the object
and, at long last, the answer to the investigation question.

Content
These are the most used words in the chat since 2004 until today in which we
can appreciate that some of them are related with understanding concepts
(because and thought), and measuring (probably, anything, minutes).
Most used words
Count Word
73838 "because"
35381 "probably"
33739 "actually"
31866 "thought"
30128 "anything"
24809 "getting"
24048 "another"
21442 "talking"
20094 "without"
19980 "minutes"

At
Today 3:38
Today 3:29
Today 3:28
Today 3:47
Yesterday 23:31
Today 3:45
Yesterday 23:05
Today 3:25
Today 3:41
Today 3:09

Just choosing some random URLs shared in the channel we can appreciate
the deep and cult interest about music, words and understanding concepts
and technology.
Last URLS shared
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmfzWpp0hMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-aOt9x8WMrM
https://youtu.be/syanZAsnzIs
http://antivaxx.urbanup.com/13848244
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJSaRw1vjxM&list=WL&index=8
https://youtu.be/djV11Xbc914
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opkzgLMH5MA&list=WL&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7aLiT3wXko0&list=WL&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kb-P7JNhW_Y
https://mikrotik.com/product/lhg_lte6_kit

This data was gathered and extracted automatically from the official channel
bot, which contains daily information from 2004 until today.

Feelings
The members of the space share a common feeling about the community,
based on respect and acceptance.
In many occasions this feeling is shared in a very emotional way, reaching a
point of very familiar and close involvement. Despite the distance.
22:12 <RandomNick> que te expliquen me pasaba, lo mismo que a vos, este lugar es
seguro, mi refugio, mi familia, mi santuario sagrado
22:14 <RandomNick> me gusta, por qué a pesar de la distancia, la lejanía, el quizá,
nunca vernos, pero me hace sentirlos cerca, ya que siento que el teclado se conecta
con el alma
22:15 <RandomNick> y me parece que todos estamos conectados a través de ello, a
tal punto, qué, ni siquiera recuerdo que somos autistas...
22:15 <RandomNick> a tal grado que la palabra me duele, por qué me siento limitada
a causa del mundo exterior, pero aquí parece que puedo ser libre

Anonymized extract of private consented interview

Sentiment analysis
After bringing a subjective perspective around the community, we decided to
get deeper into the existing data using a sentiment analysis model to arrive
data-driven objective conclusions.
The following graph is the result of this research, including information
about agreement, objectiveness, irony and tone (positive versus negative).
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It was made analyzing the existing personal logs of the channel with
Meaning Cloud, extracting the results as a database, and making an accessible
report in Microsoft PowerBI as it shows.

Report generated using Meaning Cloud and PowerBI

As we can see, this community is driving a very objective and direct regular
discourse, in which there’s no really place for disagreement.
There’s not much polarity but, in general, its quite balanced between positive
and negative comments.
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It would be great to compare this results with data before the coronavirus
confinement striked to see if it has changed or not but, in general terms, this
fits perfectly with my subjective perceptions about the community.
Asperger’s seem to be extremely objective and direct, trying to use evidences
or proven data to express their opinions, which lays into a conversation
without disagreement as anyone is attached to personal thoughts.

Topic summary
Even though each of these topics could be extended much more wider as of
the ethnographic process, the main conclusions are synthesized in the
following table.
My intention is to give an average perspective of the most important worries
and make visible how all the members of the community share a very similar
point of view or experience about them.

Category

Topic

Summary

Emotional
management

Suicide

On several occasions anonymous users and
members of the channel share suicide wishes
and get help from the community.

Trauma

A multitude of traumatic experiences related to
family and partner are shared, mainly childhood
trauma: abuse and abandonment. The
community offers support.

Violence

This topic is mainly dealt with from the victim's
perspective, generally referring to abuse by
classmates at school.

Divorce / custody issues

Particularly numerous divorce cases and custody
problems are shared, including in some cases
with intervention by the state.

Couple / Friendship

Difficulties are also shared in establishing and
maintaining both couple and friendship
relationships, mainly about non-autistic people.

Food

They share an appreciation and a very special
bond for food and cooking through related
conversations.

Music

They also share a rather particular taste in music,
being very varied, from classical music to
electronic music, but in general very technical,
cult, or not very popular music.

Technology

They share a great interest in technology. Many
of them use Linux and create their own
applications.

Social relationships

Interests
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Art

Some express their interest in art: painting,
design, drawing,... even though it’s not a very
important topic.

Philosophy

On many occasions conversations are shared
around the concept of god and other
philosophical issues, varying widely the
orientations from rationalists to staunch
devotees.

Esotericism

Some share esoteric beliefs and practices like
tarot and horoscope, prioritizing numerology.

Games

Many share an appreciation and practice of
chess, but gaming is not a recurrent topic.

Languages

Some share an understanding of a variety of
languages, and all share an interest in other
languages and specific words and origins.

Politics

Interest in politics is quite variable, since it is a
subject that generates quite a few discrepancies.
Ideas are generally manifested with radical
tendencies, both left and right.

Other issues

Gender

They share a very particular gender vision and
manifest difficulties in managing it. They give
little or no importance to gender, and many of
them are asexual or gender-diverse.

Adhd

Many say that they also live with this disorder,
with the corresponding treatment.

Ocd

Some share living with this disorder.

Sleep disorders

Many share their difficulties in managing sleep,
with the need to sleep long hours.
Some report a variety of naps during the day in
order to maintain their mental and emotional
state.

Allergies

Many share allergies. It is truly eye-catching.

Heart diseases

As some scientific reports accredit, some
manifest punctual heart problems or heart
disease.

Emotional management
One of the main topics of conversation in the space is related with problems
managing emotions. In this case, it is difficult to discern to what extent these
respond to a continuing need that arises from requirements related to
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autism, or from the particular situation of confinement and panic due to the
pandemic.
Regardless, the support nature of the community in the face of such
problems is clear.

[16:24] <RandomNick1> RandomNick isn't new here, has been here in the past
01[16:24] <Me> what happened with RandomNick?
01[16:24] <Me> feeling down?
[16:24] <RandomNick1> (came last year)
[16:24] <RandomNick1> yes
01[16:25] <Me> aw
[16:25] <RandomNick1> wanting to get away from family. feeling like a failure at
mostly everything. considering suicide
01[16:25] <Me> uhhh
01[16:25] <Me> well... it's a good thing that he/she entered
01[16:26] <Me> that means he/she wasn't so so so bad
01[16:26] <Me> I mean...
[16:26] <RandomNick1> hopefully
01[16:26] <Me> if you enter here is that you are looking for help

Anonymized extract of groupal conversation

Interests
Information is shared on a multitude of very varied but specific concrete
interests, with a generally very similar focus, and in an intense and detailed
way.
The space also acts as a tool for the exchange of knowledge and support in
relation to these topics.
[20:53] <RandomNick1> wait yall are playing chess?
[20:53] <RandomNick2> Btw have you been training you rly play a lot better the first
[20:53] <RandomNick2> Yes RandomNick1
[20:53] <RandomNick1> ill play someone
[20:54] <RandomNick2> Sure you have an account on chess.com?
[20:54] <RandomNick1> leme make one brb
[20:54] <RandomNick3> Hello RandomNick5
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[20:55] <RandomNick4> RandomNick1, how do you convert DC to 220V/50Hz?
[20:55] <RandomNick5> How are you RandomNick3?
[20:56] <RandomNick5> No training RandomNick2. Only play you. But I'm starting to
see the board again. Been years
[20:56] <RandomNick1> i have a ~28v 4p solar array and i feed it through a charge
controler for the batterys and use a pure sine inverter for 120 (US power)
[20:57] <RandomNick4> so there is no 12v wires with huge currents?
[20:57] <RandomNick1> its a 24v system with large currents so no
15[20:57] * RandomNick3 Quit (Remote host closed the connection)
[20:59] <RandomNick4> About inverters: sometimes there is another task: make
three-phased current from one-phased
[20:59] <RandomNick1> yeah i dont realy need solar 3 phase and I dont want to set
up all that stuff
[21:00] <RandomNick4> 3 phases are good mainly for motors
[21:01] <RandomNick1> theoretical max power is 1000w but its more like 700-800
[21:01] <RandomNick2> That is why it's theoretical,
[21:01] <RandomNick1> and no need for motors that powerful
[21:01] <RandomNick4> 1000w? May be enough for refrigirator, TV and computers

Anonymized extract of groupal conversation

Relationships
In this case, the space is a very important tool for socialization, which is used
to establish more comfortable and healthy connections between its
members and also to share thoughts about external relationships.
Difficulties in communication with non-autistic neurotypical people are
usually shared in different settings: family, professional and personal. Tips
and insights are shared about these relationships.

21:11 < RandomNick3> and even Homem ou homen have different meanings also
21:11 < RandomNick2> Back to tinder then
21:11 < RandomNick3> Homen with capital H mean man and women
21:11 < RandomNick3> h means men
21:11 < RandomNick1> DonkeyHotei, сиблинг exists in some special literature. And is
gender-neutral brother/sister
21:11 < RandomNick4> does tinder work for autistic people too? :/ blake?
21:11 < RandomNick6> hm quesadillas were easy enough to make.. i think thats what
we will have for dinner
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21:12 < RandomNick4> had a match that way?
21:12 < RandomNick2> Rarely
21:12 < RandomNick5> RandomNick1: must be a recent loanword, then
21:12 < RandomNick1> RandomNick2, we have three different words for person
without gender, for man and for woman
21:12 < RandomNick6> RandomNick2: its probably best to just meet people in your
community or through associations
21:12 < RandomNick1> DonkeyHotei: may be. Or something from scientific literature
21:13 < RandomNick2> It's kind of hard stuck in this place
21:13 < RandomNick6> really all you need to make marriage /relationship work is
commitment lol .. youre going to fight .. youre going to want to kill each other etc..
but how seriously do you take your vows? thats what keeps us going. 9 yrs married
21:13 < RandomNick6> we have grown a lot
21:13 < RandomNick4> and a good talking sometimes i guess invisible :)
21:14 < RandomNick5> invisible: i thought that too, with my ex, but i was wrong
21:14 < RandomNick4> without communication, this is worthless
21:14 < RandomNick6> working out problems is hard but you will have to in any
relationship.. if a problem arises and you dont try to work through it then .. your
relationship wont work
21:14 < RandomNick1> invisible, I agree
21:14 < RandomNick6> RandomNick5: im not advocating for abusive relationships
just saying

Anonymized extract of groupal conversation

About the pandemic and COVID-19
The scarce conversation that occurs around the present time and the anxiety
generated by confinement and the international pandemic situation is very
striking.
On rare occasions, personal experiences or data related to the reality of each
one in this situation are shared.
It maybe could be because autistic people tend to focus on several different
interests avoiding to confront personal issues, or even because the normality
achieved through this pandemic fits perfectly with their habits and needs.
It’s even perceptual from a subjective point of view that, neurotypical people
are nowadays suffering much more from lack of face-to-face interaction,
while neurodiverse people seem to lack more from free space.
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Indeed emotional management can be more tricky for autistic people, this
community seem to have found a place to share and stay out of the noise,
which is something to feel really proud about.

[15:30] <RandomNick1> Wow and you are okay now to go out?
[15:30] <RandomNick2> the panic comes because your mind tells you there's a
danger.
[15:31] <RandomNick2> there might be something on the outside that is triggering
this
[15:31] <RandomNick2> it's very okay though
[15:31] <RandomNick1> Well my mind was right last week. We had to go to a hospital
infested with Corona
[15:31] <RandomNick2> I know that you feeel like you're going to die
[15:31] <RandomNick2> I know how it feels
[15:31] <RandomNick1> Yeah that's the one
[15:31] <RandomNick2> but it's very okay because adrenaline is here to help you
[15:32] <RandomNick2> that's the feeling of rush that you experience
[15:32] <RandomNick1> I thought I was going to collapse but I had to hold my mum
up so I kept trying to push it off

Anonymized extract of groupal conversation

Tools
To support the analysis of the object of study, specific information has been
collected about the technological tools prefered by the users, mainly from
IRC.
Most of the community members use Linux or, failing that, Windows.
The use of design tools (CAD and graphic) and programming is also
common.
In general, users prefer tools with a similar appearance, white text on a dark
background, and command line style.
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21:54 <RandomNick1> Me: Great choice of irc-client!
21:54 <Me> are you also using irssi RandomNick1?
21:55 <RandomNick1> no I am running mirc. with a black background.
21:55 <RandomNick1> but I am running it through znc…
21:55 <RandomNick1> so I can connect from the pad or from work or at the computer
at home
21:56 <RandomNick1> and keep the channel buffer (lots of scrolling on connect)
21:56 <Me> I changed the background but each time I open it again it restores to
white :(
21:57 <RandomNick1> are you running any script?
21:58 <RandomNick2> [Fri 2020-04-17 12:34:50 PM PDT] <RandomNick2> Me: why
not use a text-mode client like irssi or weechat?
21:58 <RandomNick2> [Fri 2020-04-17 12:35:36 PM PDT] <Me> hum… first time I
hear about them RandomNick2

Anonymized extract of groupal conversation

IRC applications
The IRC tools used are mIRC, Hexchat, irssi, Weechat.
Many also access via Webchat, mainly newbies.
Chat formats:
● Desktop application.
● Webchat.
● Mobile application.
Characteristics:
● Text
● Commands
● Links
● Lack of visual elements.
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○
○
○

Emojis: mainly classic.
Images: scarcity.
Avatars or profile photos: total lack.

Irssi
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Webchat

Smartphone
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Hexchat

Other
In the space, tracking and monitoring bots are used for statistics and
interpretation of text links.
Usually, an online Asperger’s evaluation form, Aspie Quiz, is also used.
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Benchmarking
On the other hand, other interesting tools suggested by the users of the
channel have been compiled.
●

Draw Chat
Create new drawing chat room and invite people

●

Paint chat
Sala de chat con espacio para dibujo

●

Slack
Herramienta de comunicación por chat, principalmente corporativa.

The answer
The most difficult and surprising question to answer was really the
investigation question which, if it might seem quite irrelevant at first, in the
end it turned extremely important to understand this community.
<RandomNick1> I prefer to communicate in text as i can do text much better than
verbally
<RandomNick2> I imagine you would, but I’m not a big fan of a social interaction
<RandomNick2> Same here texting is better
<RandomNick1> social interaction IRL (in real life) is FAIL
<RandomNick2> Yeah lol
<RandomNick2> I fail
<RandomNick3> i don’t do wel with social interactin ethir but i want to
<RandomNick2> And neurotypicals are confusing on many levels
<RandomNick1> I try my best to avoid social interaction IRL (in real life)
<RandomNick3> end up stimmng too much and scar ppl away also and am sad
<RandomNick2> Yeah I stim a lot two

Anonymized extract of groupal conversation

Seems pretty obvious that most autistics, specially the ones who have severe
difficulties to interact face-to-face, find it easier to communicate and
interact using text.
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It is even mentioned that some of the users are completely incapable of
talking at all in real life but, on the contrary, through this text chat they can
communicate and interact as any other member.

Concluding

About the chat
Main goal
The main objective of the community and the function of the object is to
share support around the world of autism.
Chat is an indispensable object for its members, a need that has probably
been reinforced during the confinement situation.

22:55 <RandomNick1> in simple words, if you want morale support just ask ;)
22:55 <RandomNick2> lol
22:56 <RandomNick3> i personally don’t connect here to find people with same
interests
22:56 <RandomNick3> looking for people with similar way of thinking
22:57 <RandomNick3> I’m looking for people that don’t judge others, just listen to
others or if they don’t like the subject just ignore it. I’m not looking for people who
judge and attack

Anonymized extract of global conversation

Perceptions
The following conclusions about what are the user needs and vision around
the object have been extracted around the investigation question during the
process.
● Technical and complex vision
Their users prefer concepts, topics and technological tools that are
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complex, technical and require great intellectual effort. Most of them
have a lot of experience using computers.
Its users share a very concrete and intense taste for engineering and
construction, mainly oriented towards robotics that manifests itself in
many of their hobbies.
● Command system
Users prefer command line based applications like Linux, IRC, Cad and
programming languages like Python.
● Anonymity and security
Privacy and anonymity are recurring concerns among its members,
which leads to reduce social interaction in this limited environment
with no greater link to physical reality than IP location, which can also
be hidden.
Sometimes the suspicion is expressed that some users access the chat
room hiding their identity.

<RandomNick1> i get the feeling that soemtimes “new nicks” are just old users
<RandomNick1> trying out new identities

Anonymized extract of global conversation

● Anti-popularity
In general, among users there is a rejection of the use of online social
communities and popular tools such as Telegram, videoconferencing
such as Zoom, and social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
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Concluding

Next steps
Value proposal
After this slight analysis about #autism we will focus our efforts on extending
the process to obtain a solution to some of the needs detected.
In this case we pretend to give a particular solution through design for the
family members who are asking for specific support for their children, in
order to redesign the chat experience to be adapted to their needs.

Human centered design
We expect to drive the design process in touch with real users, gathering all
the requirements detected during this ethnographic process and adding a
user real perspective that might be tested and analyzed with potential users.
We will also try to introduce environment centered design, giving an
alternative solution, socially sustainable, from a human-centered design
perspective, responding to the users needs, limitations and preferences while
respecting its impact from an environment and economic point of view.

Reflecting

Personal statement
I could never even imagine what was going to be like getting into this
community. After my son was diagnosed as Asperger's one month ago I was
really really interested on knowing more about myself and digging into all the
problems that I have been experiencing during my life since I was a child.
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As I arrived to this new community really in a very impulsive way just
disappointed because of this new confinement situation, I arrived to a place
full of respect, support and love.
I didn't even slightly expected what was going to happen because with that
small step I was going to discover myself, and not only myself, even the part
that was lacking to complete myself.

Notes for the reader
As this short piece of the story of autism is concluded, I will ask you again to
rethink your initial statements.
What’s your perspective about autism at this current moment? Has it
changed a bit after reading this report? Are they very different from your
pre-established concepts? Do you think you might have connected a bit more
with autistic people’s reality? Do you feel more curious about it?
I encourage you to open your mind just a bit more, and look around gathering
further information about high functional autism and Asperger’s.
My hope is that, after all, you will get to understand, accept and respect its
bright and sensitive wonderful perspective.
In the end it's all about caring.
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